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No-Diet&apos;Whether you have or haven&apos;t taken the leap of going Grain Free, Gluten
Free of charge, Paleo, or Keto/Low Carb, these fun-to-help to make, delicious recipes can fit right
in and delight the taste buds of kids and adults alike! Also comfort food purists will love this
California Country Gal&apos;s healthy-enough-to-eat-for-breakfast Cupcakes!True&apos; Whole
Food ingredients! With Nice Secrets, Annabelle brings you Real Food CUPCAKES, the first of her
Real Food Books to arrive! She tackled the normal, unhealthy baking ingredients: wheat, starches
and starchy flour blends, (predominate in gluten free baking), artificial and high-glycemic
sweeteners, and heated oils, by changing them with &apos; After raising four hungry sons with
her California Country Cooking Design, Annabelle Lee has re-created the Cupcake encounter for
all walks of existence! Quick and easy, these One Bowl treats make baking a breeze, even for
beginners! By using her Food Processor and Blender, Annabelle provides discovered an ideal
combinations to make decadent, healthy AND traditional tasting desserts that support her
personal belief in a &apos;CUPCAKES FOR BREAKFAST? life-style.Our country&apos;s need and
desire to have immediate improved health is demanding a new era of beneficial culinary arts
and Annabelle&apos;and leave family and friends longing for more!With her desire to combat
allergies, weight issues and epidemic diseases, Annabelle spent years developing her
alternative cooking and baking style, unique to that of chefs and household cooks. These easy-to-
make dishes for this all-time favorite treat will shock and please...s point of view and style is at
the forefront.
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Sweet and Healthy. I cannot recommend this book highly plenty of. These decadent treats are
full of protein and lots of other nutrients because they're made with whole foods. Leading has a
wonderful reference source explaining whole food baking and sweetening choices and the
quality recipes are delicious. Thanks beforehand for anyone who answers! Clarifies the
difference between the that are healthy, flours . Annabelle has taken Balanced diet to new
heights with the innovative way she uses whole foods (i.. Explains the difference between the
which are healthy, flours, and oils. This cookbook has a variety of recipes for cupcakes and icing.
Worth the purchase! Ihad to make them. It had been new just as purchaser had advertised.
Amazing cookbook Received my Nice Secrets cupcake book today. I am excited to keep trying
even more recipes. Are these found in the quality recipes for both cake and frostings? I love the
helpful tips!! I have recently started trying to make healthier food choices and this is such an
excellent tool to be able to enjoy my desserts but know that I am eating REAL food that is good
for me. Thanks Annabelle !!THE VERY BEST whole food baking publication around. Sorry, this
isn't an assessment but a question. Also, they are sugar free and contain natural sweetners such
as for example Erythritol which I had never attempted before but am not really loving. My child
and I have already been baking our way through all the delicious dishes in this book. You can
feel good about feeding these to your little ones. What sweeteners are used for these
cupcakes?! Your husbands will never know that sweet cupcake is in fact something good for
them, heehee... THE best cupcake book EVER MADE I am literally impressed by Nice Secrets. This
book isn't only utterly gorgeous ( the picture taking is indeed beautiful) it consists of top notch
nutritional information that is readable and implement. I am excited about Annabelle’s Nice
Secrets cookbook. Everything I make is so delicious.The recipes are diverse too and nothing
here's run of the mill. She has peaches and cream cupcakes, crucial lime pie, maple bourbon
bacon, therefore many others. Most likely the most sensible thing about the reserve is that the
recipes have become easy to make, you'll find nothing complex regarding mixing several gluten
free flours to obtain a certain regularity, which many gluten free of charge recipes require. No,
instead Annabelle uses blanched almonds and dried coconut that you blend alongside the other
ingredients in your blender. They are super fast to make. My whole family, including my super-
picky 6-year-old, loved them!e fruit and veggies) to create these very healthy and tasty sweet
treats. Cupcake Health Food The idea that cupcakes are health food seems counter intuitivebut
Annabelle Lee's Sweet Secrets explains why it is true. The firsthalf of her publication discusses
what we eat and how we need to eat to behealthy. After that comes recipes for out-of-this-globe
cupcakes andfabulous frosting.As good as the first part of Sweet Secrets is –
interesting,informative, educational, I purchased the book for the cupcakes. Myfavorites were
among the 32 recipes and each you have a beautiful,color picture of what they should appear to
be. I own close to 100 grain-free cookbooks, which is one of my best favorites! Received the
reserve in a timely manner.Sweet Secrets will not be a secret for lengthy. I really like this
cupcake cookbook! This cookbook isn't just beautifully come up with with stunning photography
and easy-to-follow recipes, but the author spends a lot of time going over the backdrop of the
ingredients she has chosen and why they are healthy for you. She has great substitution charts
which will make it an easy task to follow recipes but use alternate substances if there are
several you need to avoid. Banana nut, carrotcake, cinnamon roll sounded great but the picture
of the pineappleupside down cupcakes provided me OCD – obsessive cupcake
disorder.Annabelle has also included a thorough rundown of what fats/oils are best for
you/sweeteners(not the fake chemical substance ones either)/why to avoid grains/sugars/etc
and many other helpful tips. We will certainly end up being buying every cookbook from the



California Nation Gal! Nobody questioned the elements or asked if they were healthy (a dead
giveaway if my kids are suspicious of something fresh I'm cooking).I've thoroughly enjoyed this
cookbook and can't wait around to taste every recipe. And I'm especially looking towards her
next book! Super healthy cupcakes - you better believe it!.!Being someone who is aware of what
they consume We was intrigued to see what they were made from and incredibly surprised to
get the clean fresh flavour of the cupcakes surpassed the normal everyday cupcake.Rather than
loading your body with heavy carbs/trans fats and sugars which are just plain harmful to you,
these cupcakes are filled with goodness and nutrition, easy to make and simpler to eat. I made
the "Apple Spice Cupcakes" today plus they are DELICIOUS!Everyone enjoys sweets every once
in awhile and they are a no guilt/eat whenever you like version.If you think healthy food isn't
delicious I highly recommend everyone buy the publication and try these out! can't wait around
to try every one of them.?? The photos are gorgeous and the dishes are an easy task to follow. I
am so worked up about these dishes. I don't know where the button is for asking item questions
upon this that I usually see with other products on amazon. I know my daughter loves them! I
cannot have got honey or maple syrup. My mother is definitely allergic to monk fruit. I could
really only possess erythritol, zylitol, and stevia. It's not only full of delicious recipes with
beautiful photos of each dessert but also has great info about the whole foods used. Also, I
forgot to look before typing this but, is dairy found in these and if so are there non dairy
substitutions? It has passed the taste test of many finicky eaters in my home. yummy cupcakes
this is the perfect cupcake cookbook. easy quality recipes and soooo delicious. ? I produced
some cupcakes for the vacation season plus they received good reviews. So excited about this
cookbook! The quality recipes are absolutely the best I have ever come across and contain
whole foods elements. I am on a journey to learn how to cook and bake tasty whole food. This
trip is relatively not used to me which means this cookbook is just what I had a need to get
started. The beginning of the publication includes information that delivers a good introduction
for a newbie like me.? i am looking forward to her new publication on breads. I highly
recommend this cookbook! Beyond thrilled. People were amazed to find these were eating there
vegetables as dessert.
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